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On my mind to share with you all…

1. ctcLink goes live Monday!!!!!
2. Watercoolers popping up—keep them coming
3. Enrollment—nice work everyone!
4. Modalities for summer and fall—hoping for hybrids on 

campus (decision hasn’t been made yet)
5. Learning to engage in “equity-minded sensemaking”—

help me imagine how we integrate this into our 
ongoing processes



ctcLink heroes in Academic Affairs

Raegan Copeland
Kili Cambra
Mondi Fournier
Crystal Kitterman
Justin Farris
Vicki Montgomery



Shout out for “Watercooler conversations”

On the loss of casual social interactions:
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2021/01/pan
demic-goodbye-casual-friends/617839/

Thanks to all who are sharing invites to pop in—please 
keep them coming! 

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2021/01/pandemic-goodbye-casual-friends/617839/


Enrollment on track for this year

Enrollments for summer, fall, and winter match the 
enrollment predictions that were behind the budget we 
approved for this year. 

Our enrollments are OK relative to other colleges in our 
system:
January 21, 2021 notes from Faculty Senate meeting

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ruUmbBgaac-d87y5Bka2A819gie4tEyP/edit


Summer and fall modalities

Business process vs. operational process
• Developing the online schedule is a business process 

within Academic Affairs
• Determining whether we will be remote for summer 

and fall is an operational process

We haven’t made the operational call yet—we hope to 
before summer/fall registration begins. 



Why bring up course completion rates now?

“The fierce urgency of now”—Dr. King’s haunting phrase
• Racial wealth gap
• Earnings gap
• Unemployment gap
• College access gap
• Social-mobility gap
We—Highline College-- are the “solution” on offer for our 
students. 



Defining key terms:
Student-ready college vs. college-ready student

• “In the search for the college-ready student, we put the burden of 
readiness and preparation on the student… Just imagine if we 
focused on the other side of the coin, and instead of seeking the 
idea student, we became the ideal college.”

• “A student-ready college is one that strategically and holistically 
advances student success, and works tirelessly to educate all 
students for civic and economic participation in a global, 
interconnected society. 

McNair et al. (2016). Becoming a Student-Ready College: A New Culture of 
Leadership for Student Success



Equity gaps

“Groups of students whose outcomes fall below that of the 
highest performing group are said to experiencing equity gaps. 
Setting the highest performing group as the benchmark 
establishes an expectation that institutions should serve all 
racial/ethnic groups at the same level as the group who, as 
shown by data, is best served by the structures, processes, and 
peoples represented in each metric.”

McNair et al. (2020). From Equity Talk to Equity Walk: Expanding Practitioner 
Knowledge for Racial Justice in Higher Education. 



Equity gaps can occur in any process, service, 
or function of the college
• Course completion rates
• Graduation rates
• Use of academic support services
• Use of Counseling services
• Use of Financial Aid/Financial Support
• Participation in co-curricular activities



Equity gaps only describe a “what”

The data doesn’t tell us why the gaps exist
The data won’t tell us what to do in response



Equity-minded sensemaking

“Equity minded sensemaking goes beyond examining data 
and noticing equity gaps in outcomes. It involves 
interpreting equity gaps as a signal that practices are not 
working as intended and asking equity-minded questions 
about how and why current practices are failing to serve 
students experiencing inequities”

• McNair et al. (2020). From Equity Talk to Equity Walk: Expanding 
Practitioner Knowledge for Racial Justice in Higher Education. 



Equity-minded sensemaking…

• Puts student success at the center
• Assumes good intent on the part of colleagues
• Is conducted in the spirit of inquiry (not “gotcha”)
• Leads to testing out ideas, trying new things, sharing 

results
• Is an iterative process
• Requires a culture of care and collaboration among 

colleagues



Equity-minded sensemaking…

• Requires a culture of care and collaboration—can’t 
stress that enough!

• Takes time, attention, and resources
• Needs to become part of our ongoing processes—in our 

division and ultimately across the campus
• Has to start small so it is sustainable
• Can lead to transformation



Supporting a culture of care and collaboration

• Highline faculty have accomplished extraordinary things 
this past year

• We have a few more months (at least) of remote work
• Everyone is affected by the pandemic and will continue 

to be affected
• Let’s think about small, doable steps
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